
Workshop Guidance 
 
Welcome to an introduction to Google Digital Garage, which is a free Google UK tool to help 
you to make more use of digital technology to grow your business and boost your confidence 
and online skills. 
 
Today’s training is funded by The Tinder Foundation who want to put the power of the 
internet into the hands of everyone. Check them out at http://www.tinderfoundation.org 
 
In this workshop we aim to take more than 60 minutes to actively complete 7 lessons in 
Google Digital Garage. 
  
Google Digital Garage consists of  23 topic and each topic is subdivided into lessons.There 
are 89 lessons in total. The lessons are all fairly short videos and at the end of each lesson 
there is a set of questions called “Putting it into Practise”. At the end of each topic there is a 
topic assessment. When you pass the topic assessment you gain a badge. Gain all the 
badges and you get a certificate. 
 
You can do the topic in any order but if you complete the diagnostics at Google will prepare 
a learning plan which contains the most relevant topic for you. 
 

● To start you need to type the following URL into your  address bar 
○ Www. [INSERT YOUR URL] .com 

The number at the end tell Google you have worked with [INSERT CENTRE NAME] 
 

○ You can log into Digital Garage using your email or gmail account and you 
will need to make a password that you can remember, as I know you will want 
to do more than we can cover in the workshop by logging on later. 

 
Now you have logged in answer the diagnostic questions and get your learning plan. 
 
Start the first lesson. Please watch the lesson twice experience has shown us that 
you are more likely to understand the lesson and find the correct answer in “Putting it 
into Practice” if you follow this advice. 
 

○ If you need a hand or have question please ask that’s why we are here. 
 
The dashboard is where you can see your progress. 
 
There is a drop down menu on the right hand side. Take a look it has loads of useful 
stuff and is where you can sign out. 

○  If you are new to all this you might want to print or look at the Digital 
marketing jargon buster. See notes to Topic 1 lesson 1 

● When you have finished 7 lessons please complete our Capture IT sheet. This is the 
evidence which helps me get paid. 
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● I would love it if you would copy Google’s email to me each time you get a badge so 
we can both celebrate your achievement.  

If you found this training useful recommend us to friends and your business network but 
please don’t just tell them to try Google Digital Garage on their own as we need to get as 
many businesses as possible to sign in with the above URL so we can keep offering free 
training. 
 
If they can come to a workshop please send them this guide and ask them to log in with the 
URL and then email me so I can send a Capture IT form and answer any questions. I can 
send this guidance by email. [INCLUDE TUTOR EMAIL HERE] 
 
Do you your family or friends need help with digital skills talk to us about the other 
programmes and support we offer. 
 
Thank you for taking part in this workshop 
 
[CENTRE CONTACT DETAILS] 
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